Carl and Noah are best friends and love to play together at recess. One day they notice another boy in the class who can’t make a basket. Carl and Noah start laughing and making fun of the boy because he can’t play basketball. The boy is missing every single basketball shot. You see Carl and Noah laughing. What would you do? What would you tell Carl and Noah?

Marco and Fabian are best friends. It is a Saturday night and they are eating dinner at a restaurant with their other friend, Luke. Luke is not treating the waiter with respect because he looks and sounds different than him. The waiter has a different accent and struggles with his English and just moved here from a foreign country. Luke is making fun of the waiter to Marco. Fabian is very upset that Luke is making fun of the waiter. What would you tell Luke? What could Fabian say?

Alejandro is a smart boy who loves school and enjoys learning. He is always reading. One day Alejandro tells his friend Kyle that he wants to be an elementary school teacher when he is older. Kyle tells Alejandro that teaching is for women and asks, “How many teachers at our elementary school are men?” You overhear this situation. What would you do? What would you tell Kyle?
Shawn is a second grader who enjoys playing with his best friends, Mario and Darius, who look different than him. One night at home he overhears his older sister, Megan, talking to her friends about how she dislikes that Shawn’s best friends look different than him and that he shouldn’t play with him. Megan believes that Shawn and herself are better than them because they look different. Shawn gets very upset and asks you what he should do. What would you tell Shawn to do? What should Shawn tell his older sister?

One day Rachel’s class gets a new student, Sofia. Sofia is from Spain, has an accent and doesn’t speak English and her Spanish accent is different. Rachel cannot understand anything Sofia is saying and makes fun of her since she cannot speak English. You don’t like that Rachel is making fun of Sofia. What would you do? What would you tell Rachel?

Diego has difficulties reading and learning in class. Because of this, he gets taken out of class to work with another teacher a couple of times each day. Thomas does not understand why Diego can’t read as well as everyone else and is upset when he has to work with him. Thomas tells his friend Mia, “I don’t want to work with Diego because he isn’t as smart as everyone else. He doesn’t do anything to help us.” If you were Mia, how would you respond to Thomas? What would you say?
One day, Maria’s fourth grade class gets a new student. Isabel is a sweet girl who has moved around a lot. Isabel’s family has little money and because of that, has clothes passed down to her from her older sister, Julia. When Maria sees Isabel, she starts laughing at her and making fun of her with her friends. She says, “It looks like Isabel gets her clothes from charity.” Isabel has been made fun of at her last school for her clothes. You hear Maria making fun of Isabel. What would you do? What would you say to Maria?

Peyton, Charlotte and Abby are playing a game at recess. One of their classmates, Jack, asks if he can play with them. Jack is a quiet boy who learns differently than his classmates. He is often left out of groups at recess. School work is hard for Jack and he meets with a different teacher every day. Abby tells Jack, “You can’t play with us. You don’t know the rules of this game and you’re a boy.” Jack then leaves the girls. Abby tells, Peyton and Charlotte, “No one likes Jack.” If you were Peyton or Charlotte, what would you do? What would you tell Abby?